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Our Father who art in heaven hallowed be thy name. Thy kingdom come, thy will be
done on earth as it is in heaven. Give us this day our daily bread and forgive us our trespasses
as we forgive those who trespass against us. And lead us not into temptation but deliver us
from evil, for thine is the kingdom and the power and the glory forever and ever Amen.
(Kumbayah being sung)
And I say good evening to you one and all. Well it is indeed a pleasure for me to have
this opportunity once again of manifesting in this manner. And as most of you know I'm Dr.
Carlos Blair and as you probably have recognized I'm a little bit English but I hope you won't
hold that against me, of course.
And it is always a pleasure for us to work and manifest in this manner to try to bring forth
the truth, so that man can better and more easily reach and attain his a-one-ness with his God.
And this evening I've chosen to speak on a subject that should be at least near and dear to
the very hearts of everyone here. And that is I wish to speak of Mother.
All of you who are in the physical body have indeed had the experience as it were, of
being brought forth into this form through the utilizations of Mother. The mother of all of you
has played a great role in your manifestation. She in first of all nurtured and carried as it were,
the fetus as a child until such time as the pain of birth brought forth your physical manifestation.
And even then her nurturing did not cease. By far for the most you have found that mother
went on way beyond the realm of normal in looking after the cares, the needs, and the
fulfillment of each and every one of you.
And with great love, with great understanding, with great encouragement, and then we
look upon man and we find that man loses very quickly, respect as it were for Mother.
However his physical mother, he would not consider at all of poisoning, he would not normally
consider defacing his mother, as it were. Most in the physical body would work very ardently
at not bringing harm or hurt of any kind, to the love of the mother.
And still we find that the greatest mother of all is constantly being misused by man.
And I am speaking now of course of Mother Earth, the very source of existence of each and
every one of you present here.
It is indeed through Mother Earth that your very existence is sustained. It is from
Mother Earth that you receive directly or indirectly all of your food nourishment. It is indeed
from Mother Earth that you receive all the various minerals and elements that are used today in
your society. It is from this same loving mother who brings forth new creations for the use of
mankind, and continues to do so even when mankind looks upon Mother Earth with disrespect
and disregard.
Man as the farmer knows that in order to till the soil and to have indeed the proper
abundance in crop at the harvest that he must replenish that which is taken from the soil. This
is done by adding back to it through not only the minerals and such that have been depleted, but
also with great work.
However the majority by far of mankind in your world today do not have the significant
understanding pertaining to the importance of your existence in relationship to Mother Earth.
Unlike your own mother of the physical, man is quick to deface, man is quick to take from and

give nothing back. Not only the earth itself from which each of you are sustained, but even the
very atmosphere around and about your beings which are indeed a part of that great Mother
Earth. It is through the vegetation, it is through the processes of natural laws of nature, that the
very air you breathe is indeed kept fit as it were, for your utilization. Man in turn, with
disrespect, literally poisons the very air, literally poisons the streams, as it were. Man is
constantly poisoning the very ground, the very earth from which he receives all of his existence.
One of the greatest concerns that we here in spirit have in relationship to mankind is the
disrespect and disregard, the lack of consideration, the lack of thought that is indeed at this time
being given to the resources that come from Mother Earth. Man goes about wasting, man goes
about selfishly accepting, man goes about it without thought of the importance or the
significance of the future. It is through this depletion that man has, in other parts of your
world, brought devastation upon themselves. That of starvation because the land was so poor.
It had been so greatly robbed without anything being put back that it no longer could produce
an adequate supply for the numbers of people that had to rely on it.
Man has indeed polluted the waters in many parts of your world to where they cannot be
utilized by man. As I have said, man indeed has polluted the very air that he breaths. Without
any concern, without any serious thought being given to it at all. When those few among you
come forth to stand and speak on the behalf of Mother Earth, they are held in ridicule by the
masses. They are indeed looked upon as being weird, strange as it were. Kinda like the
medium you know. He wore that for many years, well is seems of late he still is wearing it, is
he not, I think that's good.
But none the less, it cannot be over stressed, the very existence of your society for the
future is dependent upon your treatment and love of Mother Earth. Mother Earth, as it were,
should at least receive equal considerations to the physical mother that was a part of bringing
each of you into the physical body.
The next time that you have a situation that might involve the preservation of nature,
simply ask yourself, “would I do this to my physical mother? Would I poison her, would I
deface, would I turn my back, would I not give consideration or thought,” and of course, when
you see that it would be indeed wrong, then realize the importance that needs to be placed upon
the preservation of the very greatest single subsistence of man`s livelihood, that of Mother
Earth.
I hope this night that I might have caused each of you to think a little more seriously
about the blessings and the richness that God has so greatly bestowed upon you and given you
dominion over, but also gave you the responsibility for the care of, for the future of all of
mankind. God Bless you one and all.
And now I know there are many questions that you have and I would like to keep them to
the subject upon which I have spoken about, however before I entertain the first one, I have a
little side business to take care of. Arthur, yes, you thought that I wouldn't take care of this
little matter, right. Yes I know, I'm teasing you a little. Don't get too serious, but it's all going
to be alright exactly as you have been told. Do you understand what I'm saying? Yes.
Now I'll entertain the questions, as it were, pertaining to Mother Earth.
Question: Just looking at what's going on, the outcome doesn't look very bright.
Dr. Blair: That's why our concern is as great as it is, yes.
Response: The consciousness being what it is, do you see how it could be changed in any way?

Dr. Blair: Most definitely and of course any major change that must take place, in a world such
as yours, always has to first begin with the mere individual. And as the individual changes and
that individual influences others and pretty soon you're influencing a group. And then pretty
soon groups are influencing other groups and then communities and then cities and then states
and so on, until the entirety of the world has been influenced. It all has to be like the great oak
tree, it all has to start with the tiniest seed. Yes.
Question: Carbon monoxide, acid rain and the ozones, what should be done about that?
Dr. Blair: The scientists in your world at this time are already in the levels of awareness as to
how to eliminate the problems. It is a matter that man is so selfish that he considers only his
own existence for that period of time in which he feels he's going to be in a physical body, and
if I can't poison it so bad that I can't use it by the time I get out of the body, what do I care.
Question: But what should be done to get them to act out of selfishness?
Dr. Blair: Well I think the one here who might be very well versed and qualified in addition to
myself on that subject, of course would be one who would be delighted to fill and of you in on
the side I know. And that's none other than of course, Dr. Glen. He has some very strong
feelings about this subject. But to answer simply it would involve man not being hesitant to
stand up and notify those who are in authority, of your thoughts and feelings, wishes and desires
pertaining to it.
Question: Do you think solar energy will be the answer?
Dr. Blair: That is only one of many, it has to go way beyond that.
Response: What about atomic?
Dr. Blair: That is having some of the most adverse effects in you atmosphere at this time. You
see you always have to look at anything with what is the benefit, but also what is the detriment.
Question: Is it true that they don't even know how to disengage the nuclear plants that are in
power right now? If they haven't figured that out yet, they figure they'll just keep on going?
Dr. Blair: No that's not the case at all. They realize though that in the process of doing it there
would be some damage yes. But it can be done. But it's a good excuse for them not to do it
you see. What'd they say-but there's no way we can.
Question: Do you think that'll be the end of civilization, atomic power?
Dr. Blair: Well I don't think in terms of the concept that you're speaking of, no. It's certainly is
raising its share of havoc at this time. But you see everyone gets so concerned about the major
things that they see all those who have the great monies and the great powers in your world
doing to the very atmosphere and the earth itself, but those same ones who get concerned about
that think nothing at all of dumping the sewage into the rivers. Or they think nothing at all of
saying-well I don't need to have my auto worked, it smokes, so what? You see it has to start at
the beginning of consciousness.
Question: I think some of the people who are attending this session tonight should be influenced
into not polluting the air in this building with cigarette smoke.
Dr. Blair: Well I indeed hope that this might be one of the things that would be a part of that, as
you know, in the sanctuary of this little church. That is one thing that I have stood very firmly

about and will of course always continue to do so. It is indeed unfortunate and it's a subject I
best not get upon because if I do I'm going to go way over the time and the Indian`s already
getting nervous. But it seems as though that it would of course be the ideal if this were not
brought about within the confines of the building at all. However you are living in a world that
is one that is of the world. And there are those such as the medium himself who is, what
should I say, very set in his ways, you know. And not that he's right, I'm not saying that at all.
But none the less stubborn. Yes. And so there has to be some levels of give and take. It is a
thing that ideally of course, it would be to encourage all those who are using tobacco in any
form, to discontinue the use of it. It would be well for their health as it would everyone else's.
Question: Mother Earth gave us marijuana. Should it be put aside like the apple tree that Adam
and Eve ate of?
Dr. Blair: Mother Earth also gave abundantly many forms of poison. It does not mean that it
was to be utilized by man to take within his own physical body.
Question: Will the med fly be eradicated in California?
Dr. Blair: Wait a moment, you're asking about something there that I have no awareness of, just
a moment. What, yes, alright. Are they the ones that get on the fruit?
Response: Yes
Dr. Blair: It's going to take longer than they think. It isn't going to come about quickly. It will
take a matter of a couple of growing seasons for it to be controlled. Yes.
Question: Everybody knows that water is going to be our new source of survival, well it is, do
you think that someday they may have to take water from the ocean and purify it for us to live?
Dr. Blair: Most definitely and your governments of your world already are gearing up to that.
They're utilizing is somewhat already. Yes.
What's the time David? I thought so the Rock's-I tell you we should not have taught him to
look at your watch, yes.
Yes, I believe that I have a question here that I want to take as the last question. But first of all
I want to say it is indeed a pleasure to have both of you back among us and I know that what's
ahead of you is much greater than either of you can anticipate. Now I'll allow you to as the
question.
Question: I'd like to know what herbs can be used to help a person break their addiction to
nicotine?
Dr. Blair: Oh my goodness girl, do you realize how long that list would be? Licorice root of
course, is a very good one. But I could go on and on, even that of the simple coffee bean as it
were, properly utilized.
Response: But that has caffeine in it, some other natural herb without that.
Dr. Blair: Without that, well the first off child, let me tell you, it would be the process to begin
with, it would be to utilize something which had a lesser effect as it were, and then once the
body had once again adjusted to that and made the chemical adjustments within the body of

the individual then of course remove that one. You understand what I'm saying?
Response: You mean low nicotine and tar cigarettes and then altogether…
Dr. Blair: That doesn't work because they just suck harder to get more.
Response: What do you mean by lesser, break the addiction gradually?
Dr. Blair: No it would be better child as an example, to utilize the caffeine in a natural state than
it would to utilize the nicotine, which would still help to control the nervous system of the
individual. You see, you realize, well I better hadn't get on that. I'll never get the medium
back in the body tonight. But you see you do not break habits, that's one of mans greatest
ignorances and fallacies is to think in his own consciousness, well I broke the habit. He did not
break a habit, he replaced it with another and you only replace habits, you remove a negative
habit and replace it with a positive one. And man sometimes in his ignorance will in what he
thinks is good, he makes very big mistakes. You see as an example, many times man will
utilize eating of candy, as it were, as a replacement for smoking. Well my goodness, the
additional sugar that's being dumped into the system in all probability has as great, if not a
greater detrimental effect on the physical body of that individual than what the nicotine did.
You see what I'm saying? So you have to choose carefully and you say I'll replace it with one
that is better. And then when you get used to that one you say I'll replace that on with one
that's even better. And you get it down to where you're drinking water instead of drinking
whisky. How's that? Yes.
Now I believe I best take leave of the body. I told you, you know the Rock was right,
the energy is good and boy we could just go on like this for half the night I believe, but I don't
think the medium would agree to that. So I best take leave of the body. And it has indeed
been a pleasure once again to have this opportunity of manifesting in this manner. And I hope
that in some small way that I might have caused each of you here to become a little more aware
of the importance of your relationship to your Mother Earth.
And as I leave I ask only that God pour forth his richest of all blessings upon each and
every one of you. May you ever walk in his light and know his love, but most of all may you
be filled with his peace. God bless you one and all.

